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Abstract

As the increasing use of lithium ion secondary batteries in practical application, solid state electrolyte attracted lots of attention since it’s a crucial part for the lithium ion secondary batteries. Compare with liquid electrolyte, the advantage of solid state electrolyte covering no electron leakage, safety, chemical and thermal stability, high energy density and so on. However, one disadvantage of inorganic solid state electrolyte is the low ionic conductivity which is primarily due to its low grain boundary conductivity. Among all of the solid state electrolyte candidates for lithium battery applications, the perovskite structure lanthanum lithium titanate (La$_{2/3-x}$□$_{1/3}$-2xLi$_{3x}$TiO$_3$) has the best lithium ionic conductivity, which can reach $10^{-3}$S/cm in the grain bulk, but typically only $10^{-6}$S/cm at the grain boundary.

It has been found that the addition of amorphous phases doped into the LLTO grain boundary can significantly improve its overall conductivity. Several candidates for use as a suitable, high conducting amorphous dopant with the best properties were considered. The sulfide glass system is widely recognized as being the highest lithium ion conducting amorphous system. However, the difficulties associated with its fabrication and instability in air along with possible reactions with oxide materials are major drawbacks to its application as a dopant in the LLTO system. These are not problems found in the oxide glass system and so we looked at several oxide glass formers. Previously, people introduced boron trioxide, silica and alumina as single composition amorphous phase dopants into LLTO in an effort to improve its grain boundary conductivity. To obtain further enhancements to the grain boundary ionic conductivity, composite composition oxide glasses were investigated. As it turns out, some of these systems can reach the ionic conductivity of LLTO grain bulk.
In the present work, we used the melt quench method to make different compositions of the 0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+(0.35-x)SiO$_2$+xAl$_2$O$_3$ glass system and doped these into the LLTO grain boundary to enhance its ionic conductivity. SiO$_2$ is generally used as a base glass former. Substitution of Si by Al is believed to decrease the activation energy of the glass, and furthermore, B$_2$O$_3$ and Al$_2$O$_3$ can be treated as a network former of alkali glass. Our result shows that, at room temperature, the best conductivity can reach $3.4 \times 10^{-4}$S/cm at the grain boundary. The amount of Al$_2$O$_3$ was found to play a crucial role in the conductivity of this glass system. To gain further understanding, we examined the morphology of the LLTO/oxide glass pellet cross section and tested the density of these pellets to confirm the amount of oxide glass necessary to fully fill space at the LLTO grain boundary.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Solid state electrolytes in lithium-ion batteries

During the last two decades, the application of solid state electrolyte was very extensive which conclude high-energy ionic batteries, electrochromic system, supercapacitors and electrochemical sensors. Lead acid, nickel/cadmium (NiCd), nickel-metal hydride, and lithium ion batteries are the most commonly used rechargeable batteries. Lead acid batteries show both low gravimetric and volumetric energy densities. Nickel/cadmium (NiCd) and nickel-metal hybrid batteries have a much higher volumetric energy density, however, high self-discharge up to 10% per month is the main disadvantage of nickel/cadmium (NiCd) and nickel-metal hybrid batteries, so lithium ion batteries attract people’s attention. Figure 1 indicates the volumetric energy density against gravimetric energy density for commonly used rechargeable batteries we mentioned above [1]. Furthermore, the performance of lead acid batteries, nickel/cadmium (NiCd) batteries and nickel metal hydride batteries can no longer satisfy the modern portable devices such as cell phone, laptop and so on. To achieve the requirements of the modern advanced portable devices and large scale energy storage devices, batteries we investigate need to proliferate higher energy generation, lighter weight and slimmer size. Safe and environmentally friendly is also necessary to consider about during the battery manufacture.

To achieve this complex combination of demands, during the last two decades, rechargeable lithium-based chemistries developed rapidly. Among all the elements that practically used in a battery system, lithium has the highest energy density because of the lowest electrochemical equivalent it has. Therefore, lithium batteries produce high gravimetric energy density and high volumetric energy density as shown in figure1. Compare to nickel/cadmium (NiCd) batteries and
nickel metal hydride batteries, another advantage of lithium-based rechargeable batteries is the high unit cell voltage, the former two usually offer 1.5V, but the lithium based one usually can offer between 3.0-4.2V.

Figure 1. Volumetric energy density vs gravimetric energy density of commonly used rechargeable batteries.

Although lithium based rechargeable batteries possess ideally performance theoretically, the commercialization of lithium based rechargeable batteries is still in the initial step. There are three promising candidates probably be industry standards in the future, which concludes lithium-metal battery, lithium-ion battery with liquid electrolyte and lithium-ion battery with solid-state
electrolyte. Lithium-metal battery, among all the three kinds of lithium-based batteries, can offer the highest energy density. Theoretically, the gravimetric energy density of lithium-metal battery can reach 150Wh/kg, and the volumetric energy density can reach 300Wh/liter. Two major problems resistive the development of lithium-metal batteries. First, safety problem. Metallic lithium is a highly reactive element, this reason leads to rechargeable lithium-metal batteries too risky in the practically application. Second, dendrites will happen at the surface of the separator between positive and negative electrodes after repeated charge and discharge. The result of dendrites is shortcut of the whole circuit. Lithium ion batteries with liquid electrolyte have been commercialized more than one decade because of the high performance, however, there are still some disadvantages of this kind of batteries. The most important one is the grave problem. Lithium electrolyte have to be packed in thick metal to protect the liquid leakage, so this kind of batteries are relative heavier and thicker compared with the one which use solid state electrolyte. Due to all the drawbacks of the lithium metal batteries and lithium ion batteries we need to improve, research start to focus on all solid state lithium ion batteries. Several important advantages of all solid state lithium ion battery attract people’s attention. The first one is safety. For the lithium batteries with solid state electrolyte, leakage and explosive are not the problems. Second is the volume minimize. The electrolyte part of the all solid state lithium ion battery has the highest energy density compare to the liquid electrolyte. Because of the energy efficiency, solid state lithium ion batteries always packed in a series to enhance the voltage and capacity. Final one is the environmental friendly. Lead acid batteries and nickel batteries seriously damaged the environment at the beginning of those batteries put in practically application. The carbonate anode, metal oxide cathode and the ceramic electrolyte of the all solid state lithium ion battery all benign for the environment. To sum up, all solid state lithium ion battery is a promising candidate to commercialize in the future.
The performance of all solid state lithium-ion batteries depends on all parts of materials which the batteries used. For the electrode part, development should focus on higher energy density, faster discharge kinetics and more stable. For the electrolyte part, inorganic solid state electrolytes have the trend replace liquid organic electrolytes since the safety, durability problem, negligible electronic conductivity and stable chemical reaction with anode and cathode materials. Furthermore, solid state electrolytes have free dendrite with lithium anode, which is utilized to lithium rechargeable batteries. It’s worth noting that lithium rechargeable batteries received lots of attention since their high specific capacities. Previously, liquid electrolytes were commonly used in commercial lithium ion batteries, since the conductivities are higher than most inorganic electrolytes. However, unsafety problems such as explosion, fire accidents, leakage and thermal unstable driving force in the development of solid state inorganic electrolyte. The inverse characteristics are the advantages of a solid state electrolyte. Another reason solid state electrolytes have to take into account is the miniature of volume for commercial lithium batteries, which is good for vary the batteries form and design [2-8].

1.2 Oxide compounds as solid state electrolytes

For all solid state lithium ion batteries, the most important part is the electrolyte. Inorganic ceramics and organic polymers are two major classes of materials used for lithium ion batteries electrolyte. Aside ionic conductivity of these two kinds of materials, the main difference between the ceramics and the polymers is the mechanical properties. Inorganic ceramics have high moduli, so they are suitable for fabricate rigid battery, though more expensive for fabricating. On the other hand, ceramics are applicable at elevated temperature. However, low ionic conductivity and interfacial instability are the two foremost disadvantage of solid state electrolytes.
Among the inorganic ceramic electrolytes, sulfide, phosphate and oxide compounds are widely investigated. Sulfide glasses or glass-ceramics hold the highest ionic conductivity, mostly higher than oxide glasses. But as common sense, sulfide is really easy to absorb moisture. So all the sulfide based glasses have to prepared in argon fill glove box [9-16]. Ionic conductivity of phosphate based glasses or glasses-ceramic usually one order lower than oxide glasses [17-23]. For all the lithium-ion conducting oxide systems, (La,Li)TiO$_3$ is the most promising one. Table 1 list the properties of commonly used inorganic solid lithium ion conductor electrolytes. From table 1, we can see among all the lithium ion conductors, La$_{2/3-x}$□$_{1/3-2x}$Li$_{3x}$TiO$_3$ (LLTO) has the highest room temperature ionic conductivity and lowest activation energy. So we chose to investigate LLTO as the electrolyte for all solid state lithium ion battery.

Table 1. Summary of inorganic solid lithium ion conductor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrolyte name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Typical composition</th>
<th>RT ionic conductivity (S/cm)</th>
<th>Activation energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLTO</td>
<td>Crystalline</td>
<td>La$<em>{2/3-x}$□$</em>{1/3-2x}$Li$_{3x}$TiO$_3$</td>
<td>$10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.3-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASICON</td>
<td>Crystalline</td>
<td>Li$<em>{1.3}$Al$</em>{0.3}$Ti$_{1.7}$(PO$_4$)$_3$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.3-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISICON</td>
<td>Crystalline</td>
<td>Li$_{14}$ZnGe$<em>4$O$</em>{16}$</td>
<td>$10^{-6}$</td>
<td>0.4-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thio-LISION</td>
<td>Crystalline</td>
<td>Li$<em>{3.4}$Si$</em>{0.4}$P$_{0.6}$S$_4$</td>
<td>$6.4 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.5-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garnet</td>
<td>Crystalline</td>
<td>Li$_6$La$_2$BaTa$<em>2$O$</em>{12}$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.4-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfide glass</td>
<td>Amorphous</td>
<td>GeS$_2$+Li$_2$S+LiI+Ga$_2$S$_3$</td>
<td>$10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.4-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiPON</td>
<td>Amorphous</td>
<td>Li$<em>{2.88}$PO$</em>{3.73}$N$_{0.14}$</td>
<td>$3.3 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>0.5-0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3 Properties and structures of LLTO

\( \text{La}_{2/3-x} \square_{1/3-2x} \text{Li}_3 \text{Ti}_3 \text{O}_3 \) (LLTO) was first discovered by Yoshiyuki Inaguma’s group in 1992 [24]. From the ICP data, the molar ratios of LLTO metals La:Li:Ti=0.34:0.51:1, content sum of La and Li less than 1, so the A-site vacancies were introduced. A.C. impedance method was used to measure the ionic conductivity and D.C. method was used to test the electronic conductivity. The total ionic conductivity of LLTO was higher than 2×10\(^{-5}\) S cm\(^{-1}\) at room temperature, which is the summation of the ionic conductivity in the grain bulk, 1×10\(^{-3}\) S cm\(^{-1}\), and the ionic conductivity at grain boundary, 7.5×10\(^{-5}\) S cm\(^{-1}\). The calculated activation energies below 400K were 0.15 eV and 0.4 eV respectively.

The structure of LLTO is cubic perovskite with cell parameter 3.8710(2) Å. Figure 2 shows a 2×2×2 supercell of LLTO. From figure 2, we can see A-site vacancies exist in this structure. Lithium ions are allowed to migrate freely in these vacancies. This migration mechanism leads the high ionic conductivity of LLTO.

Structures change under different sinter conditions:

Before we talk about the different structures of LLTO under different sinter conditions, we need to explain TiO\(_6\) octahedra tilt in different LLTO structures. Figure 3 is the LLTO structure we built from our experimental data and geometry optimized by Materials Studio 6.0. After geometry optimize, TiO\(_6\) octahedra tilt takes place. Goldschmidt tolerance factor (t) can be used to describe the octahedra tilt degree in perovskite structure as shown in equation (1):

\[ t = \frac{r_A + r_O}{\sqrt{2} (r_B + r_O)} \]
\[ t = \frac{r_A + r_0}{\sqrt{2}(r_B + r_0)} \]  

(1)

**Figure 2.** Schematic diagram of LLTO $2\times2\times2$ single perovskite supercell (Purple balls, blue balls and red balls are lanthanum, lithium and oxygen, titanium is in the grey TiO$_6$ octahedra).

In the above equation, $r_A$ is the radius of the A-cation, $r_B$ is the radius of B-cation and $r_0$ is the radius of the anion. For cubic structures, $t$ usually arrange from 0.9 to one, and the octahedra tilt in our cubic perovskite LLTO is slightly. For the orthorhombic and rhombohedral structures, $0.71 < t < 0.9$. If the A site ions are too small, the tilt of octahedral will be more seriously.
As previously mentioned, Inaguma et al. used experimental data compared with simulated powder X-ray diffraction data to determine his LLTO structure. His result shows that lanthanum ions and lithium ions are ranging in a double perovskite structure along the \( c \) direction (\( c=2a_p \)), where \( a_p \) corresponds the cubic perovskite cell parameter. That means along the \( c \) direction,

\[\text{Figure 3. Perovskite structure of LLTO in [100] direction (Purple balls, blue balls and red balls are lanthanum, lithium and oxygen, titanium is in the grey TiO}_6\text{ octahedra).}\]

lanthanum ion rich layer and lithium ions layer are alternately [24]. A. Varez first proposed the concept “diagonal perovskite”. Synthesis method was calcine LLTO powder at 1150°C for 12 hours then pressed into pellets and fired at 1350°C for 6 hours. He used TEM to observe LLTO in [110] direction and defined [110] direction as the unit cell axis direction which shows in figure 4.
In the cubic perovskite, $a=a_p=3.8\text{Å}$. So for the diagonal perovskite, $a=2^{1/2}a_p=5.4\text{Å}$, $c=2a_p$ [25]. J.L. Fourquet et al. investigated LLTO composition range $0.06<x<0.14$. He heated LLTO three times for 10 hours at $1150^\circ\text{C}$ and cool down in furnace. Structure of LLTO they synthesized was tetragonal structure ($P4/mmm$, $a=a_p$, $c~2a_p$), as $x$ increase, $c/2a$ decrease since the radius of the lithium ion is much smaller than lanthanum ion, shown in figure 5 [26]. Powder neutron-diffraction and Rietveld method refinement are good ways to test atoms positions in a structure. Due to the tilt of TiO$_6$ octahedra in LLTO causes a doubling of the basic unit-cell, Inaguma et al. used furnace-cooled sinter method to synthesized lithium-deficient LLTO and claimed the orthorhombic structure [27]. Figure 6 shows the orthorhombic perovskite structure of LLTO from powder neutron-diffraction data. From figure 6, we can see lithium ions are located off A-site and close to the lanthanum ions. The octahedral tilt strongly affect the lithium ions pathways in LLTO and we expect lithium ions migrate in only $a$ and $b$ directions which we will talk about later. One year later, A. Varez and Y. Inaguma collaborated to investigate lithium rich, $3x=0.5$, quenched LLTO structure [28]. LLTO was quenched at 1600K into liquid N$_2$. They also used neutron diffraction to study the quenched LLTO structure. Rhombohedral structure (space group: $R\bar{3}c$) which $a=b=\sqrt{2}a_p$, $c=2\sqrt{3}a_p$ was found. Figure 7 shows rhombohedral structure of LLTO. From figure 7, we can see lanthanum vacancies are disordered, so lithium ions can migrate in 3 directions in this structure because no obvious lanthanum deficient layers and lanthanum rich layers which lithium ions are difficult to move through exist in this structure. Same year, Jesus Sanz et al. investigated orthorhombic perovskite LLTO structure change from 5K to 773K [29]. At low temperature, lanthanum rich and deficient layers alternate along [001] direction and TiO$_6$
Figure 4. [110] domains of a LLTO diagonal perovskite cell.

Figure 5. Evolution of the unit cell parameters versus x (a, squares; c/2, triganles).
Figure 6. A structure from the perspective of the TiO$_6$ octahedral framework (Purple balls, blue balls and red balls are lanthanum, lithium and oxygen, titanium is in the grey TiO$_6$ octahedra).

Octahedral tilted around $b$-axis. As the temperature increase, TiO$_6$ octahedral tilt becomes less obvious and the structure of LLTO turns to tetragonal phase (Space group $P4/mmm$). Structure disorder is always happened on quenched LLTO since at high temperature, the structure is not stable and the cooling rate is so high. Due to the structure disorder and tilt of TiO$_6$ octahedral, for the quenched LLTO, lithium ions prefer to migrate in three directions. Annealing or furnace cooled LLTO always has stable double perovskite structure. Since lanthanum rich layers and vacancies rich layers are alternated, theoretically lithium ions pathways are two directions, along $a$ and $b$ directions.

Valence change of titanium:
LLTO was evolved from its original material LaTiO$_3$. LaTiO$_3$ belongs to RMO$_3$ single cubic perovskite structure (R is a rare-earth ion, M=transition metal). The valence of lanthanum ion is $3^+$. However one third lanthanum vacancies exist in LaTiO$_3$, and the valence of titanium is $4^+$, but the $3d$ orbital electron ion of Ti$^{4+}$ is very weak [30, 31]. La$_{2/3-x}$□$_{1/3-2x}$Li$_{3x}$TiO$_3$ is lithium inserting
into lanthanum vacancies, oxidation of Ti$^{4+}$ converted to Ti$^{3+}$ maybe take place during in this procedure. Figure 8 illustrate the process of small quantity of lithium insert in to LaTiO$_3$. From figure 8, we can see when small quantity of lithium insert in to LaTiO$_3$, lithium located into the lanthanum A-site vacancies, which equation (2) is interpretable. When certain amount of lithium inserted in to LaTiO$_3$ and lithium insertion continue, electrochemical reaction will happen and the valence of titanium start to reduce.

$$\frac{x}{2} \text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3 + \frac{2-x}{6} \text{La}_2\text{O}_3 + \text{TiO}_2 \rightarrow \text{Li}, \text{La}^{2-x} \text{TiO}_3 + \frac{x}{2} \text{CO}_2$$

(2)

**Figure 8.** Process of small quantity of lithium insert in to LaTiO$_3$ (Purple balls, blue balls and red balls are lanthanum, lithium and oxygen, titanium is in the grey TiO$_6$ octahedra).

This time, lithium will no longer dope into the A-site vacancies, but in the interstitial. Equation (3) illustrate the process of large amount of lithium insert in to LLTO. From equation (3), when $y>0$, the valence of titanium will be lower than 4. Figure 9 is the lithium rich LLTO structure from neutron diffraction data [32].
\[ y\text{Li}^+ + y\text{e}^- + \text{Li}_x\text{La}_{\frac{2-x}{3}}\text{TiO}_3 \rightarrow \text{Li}_{x+y}\text{La}_{\frac{2-x}{3}}\text{TiO}_3 \] (3)

**Figure 9.** Lithium rich structure of LLTO (Purple balls, blue balls and red balls are lanthanum, lithium and oxygen, titanium is in the grey TiO$_6$ octahedra).
Titanium reduction is the solely concern that LLTO is not suitable for used as electrolyte since oxidation of Ti^{4+} increase the electronic conductivity when react with metallic lithium. Kai-Yun Yang *et al.* used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic and secondary ion mass spectroscopic to test the titanium valence change of 11% La^{3+}/Li^{+}-site vacant LLTO powder [33]. The result was 12% Ti^{4+} converted to Ti^{3+} and this valence change can be controlled by changing the number of vacancies of LLTO. For avoid oxidation of Ti^{4+}, we prefer to use lithium deficient LLTO. First, less Ti^{4+} valence change can be the case in lithium deficient LLTO. Second, as previously mentioned, the structure of lithium deficient LLTO is more stable. Finally, more lithium vacancies LLTO is good of lithium ions movement when LLTO used as electrolyte in lithium ion battery.

Ab-initio was commonly used to calculate the lithium ion pathways in LLTO. According to first principle calculation, lithium ions only migrate in a and b directions [34-41]. For generally speaking, people calculated the activation energies which lithium ions migrate in different directions, usually a, b and c directions. The direction of lowest activation energy of lithium ions is the pathway of the migration. *Michele Catti* used Ab initio simulation calculated lithium ions migration pathway and corresponding activation energy in lithium deficient LLTO [34]. The composition he assumed was Li_{0.125}La_{0.625}TiO_{3}. Least common multiple for this composition is Li_{1}La_{5}□_{2}(TiO_{3})_{8}. 2a_{p}×2a_{p}×2a_{p} perovskite supercell was built and the number of lanthanum in each (001) layer combination was 4-1 and 2-3 as shown in figure 10. In model 1, lithium ions migrate in two dimensions with activation battier of 0.47eV. Lithium ions migrate in one dimension in model 2, the activation energy was 0.42eV. For model 1, in the 1La+1Li+1□ layer, lithium ions take right angle turns when move in this layer, figure 11 illustrates the lithium ions migration in both model. Later, he used same method to calculate the activation energies of lithium ion movement in lithium rich LLTO structure [41]. Assumed composition was Li_{0.3}La_{0.567}TiO_{3}
Figure 10. Simulated lithium deficient perovskite structure supercell with different (001) layer combination (Purple balls, blue balls and red balls are lanthanum, lithium and oxygen, titanium is in the grey TiO$_6$ octahedra).

Figure 11. Lithium ion migration pathways in simulated lithium deficient LLTO. 2a$_p$×2a$_p$×4a$_p$ perovskite supercell, the least common multiple of the elementary composition is Li$_5$La$_9$□$_2$(TiO$_3$)$_{16}$. Possible combinations of the number of lanthanum in each (001) layer conclude: 4-4-1, 0, 4-3-2-0, 4-3-1-1, 4-2-2-1, 3-3-3-0, 3-3-2-1 and 3-2-2-2. Now we just talk about 3-3-2-1
combination which showed in figure 12. In the 3La+1Li layers, lithium ions cannot move. In the 
2La+2Li layers, lithium ions move in 1D pathways and the activation energy 0.31eV. In the 
1La+1Li+2□ layers, lithium ions migrate in 2D pathways, however, the activation energy is 
significantly larger than in 1D pathways layers. The problem for this work is for the lithium rich 
LLTO structure, lithium ions should locate in the interstitial sites as previously we mentioned. In 
2012, Dae-Hee Kim et al. studied same lithium deficient LLTO composition as Michele Catti’s 
simulation by density functional theory [39]. Different layers combinations were built and the 
activation barrier of lithium ions migrate in different structure was calculated as shown in figure 
13. Structure a is the reference, so the activation energy is 0eV. Structure be is the same structure 
of figure 10 model 1, the activation energy coincide really good. Structure f is the same 
combination as figure 10 model 2, the activation energy is higher than model 2 because lithium 
ions are surrounded by lanthanum atoms in [100] and [010] directions.

From all the simulations above, we can conclude that for reaching highest ionic conductivity 
and lowest activation energy of LLTO, we should try to control the atoms arrangement of (001) 
layers. Perfect atom arrangement of LLTO for conduct lithium ions is fully lanthanum atoms 
occupied layers and lanthanum deficient layers alternate, like the structure a in figure 13. We will 
take effort on this orientation in the future.

Most people assumed lithium ion located off A-site and TiO$_6$ octahedral tilt plays an 
important role in lithium ions movement. Valence of lithium ion is +1 and valence of O4 window 
is -8, lithium ions trapped by O4 windows and TiO$_6$ octahedra turned as lithium ion goes through 
the O4 window as shown in figure 14 [35] and figure 15 [39]. The TiO$_6$ octahedra tilt and the O4 
window trap lithium ions are the two main reasons lithium ions turn right angle when go through 
lanthanum deficient layers.
Figure 12. Lithium pathways for different (001) layer combinations (Purple balls, blue balls and red balls are lanthanum, lithium and oxygen, titanium is in the grey TiO$_6$ octahedra).
Figure 13. Calculated activation energies of various atom arrangements lithium deficient LLTO (Purple balls, blue balls and red balls are lanthanum, lithium and oxygen, titanium is in the grey TiO$_6$ octahedra).

Figure 14. Schematic diagram of octahedral tilt during lithium ions go through O4 window (Grey balls, blue balls and white balls are lithium, lanthanum and oxygen, titanium is in yellow octahedral).
1.4 Glass doping into LLTO

As previously we talked about, the ionic conductivity of LLTO is dominated by the grain boundary, since it’s always 2 to 3 orders of magnitude lower than the bulk part. One way to enhance the grain boundary ionic conductivity is doping amorphous phases into the grain boundary. Ce-Wen Nan’s group introduced silica into LLTO grain boundary, the result was ionic conductivity can achieve about $10^{-4}$ S/cm at room temperature [42]. SiO$_2$ could connect lithium ions between two grain boundaries, but too much SiO$_2$ doped in to LLTO could increase the thickness of grain boundary, thus excessive doping will negative effect on the ionic conductivity. 5% volume percent of SiO$_2$ can make the grain boundary reach highest ionic conductivity. Before we talk about oxide glass, we have to talk about another widely used glass for conduct lithium ions,
sulfide glasses and oxysulphide glasses. First, at room temperature, sulfide glasses can highly stable chemical react against lithium metal. Lithium ion conductivity in sulfide glasses or oxysulphide glasses system can reach $10^{-4}$S/cm or higher [43-56], which mostly higher than oxide glass and have lower activation energy, usually 0.3~0.7 eV, since it’s more polarizable. In this work, we choose oxide glass system because the shortcoming of sulfide glass is its ease to hygroscopic in the air. We have to process all the experiments in argon filled glove box, include sinter with LLTO. By contrast, oxide glasses are easy to fabricate, all the process can be done in air. Lithium-borate glass system was first to be found has high lithium ionic conductivities by Otto in 1966 [57]. In this glass system, up to ~25m/o Li$_2$O, the activation energy, E, nearly linear decrease and electrical conductivity, $\sigma$, enhance sharply with increasing content of Li$_2$O. For the Li$_2$O-B$_2$O$_3$ glass system, increasing SiO$_2$ content could decrease the glass transition temperature, which means Li$_2$O-B$_2$O$_3$-SiO$_2$ system has more open structure. As a result, the ionic conductivity will be enhanced accompanied with the increasing non-bridging oxygen [58]. For the Li$_2$O-SiO$_2$ glass system, the role of B$_2$O$_3$ is decreasing the viscosity and crystallization tendency [59]. Additionally, Masahiro Tatsumisago’s group found Li$_2$O-SiO$_2$-B$_2$O$_3$ has quite wide glass-forming region [60], as shown in figure 16. So the composition of each component of Li$_2$O-SiO$_2$-B$_2$O$_3$ glass system is very flexible. Adding a small quantity of Al$_2$O$_3$ could enhance the crystallization temperature of the glass [61], and decreases the activation energy, which B$_2$O$_3$ increases it [62]. So in this study, we use Li$_2$O-SiO$_2$-B$_2$O$_3$-Al$_2$O$_3$ system doped in to the LLTO grain boundary. The content of Al$_2$O$_3$ we used was lower than 10%, because Al$_2$O$_3$ in itself is an insulator [63], too much Al$_2$O$_3$ in the oxide glass system will decrease the glass ionic conductivity. The purpose we add Al$_2$O$_3$ in the glass system is lower the activation energy and try to create lithium
Figure 16. Glass forming region in the Li$_2$O-SiO$_2$-B$_2$O$_3$ glass system. Open circles correspond the glassy region, closed circle correspond the crystalline region.

Vacancies at our LLTO grain boundary, consequently enhance the ionic conductivity [64]. In the present work, owing to our objective of conducting lithium ion, we mixed 40% Li$_2$O in the glass system. Since SiO$_2$ is the basis of glass, content of SiO$_2$ should be higher than B$_2$O$_3$, thus we mixed (35-x)% SiO$_2$ and 25% B$_2$O$_3$. We add Al$_2$O$_3$ in this glass system for create defect at LLTO grain boundary and increase the ionic conductivity at LLTO grain boundary at the same time, so the final composition of our oxide glass is 0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+(0.35-x)SiO$_2$+xAl$_2$O$_3$, x=1%,5%,10% respectly.

1.5 Objective of this work
To achieve the best ionic conductivity performance for LLTO, there are several conditions we need to approach for the doping glass:

(1) Synthesize ordered lanthanum and single phase LLTO.

As previously mentioned, to reach the highest ionic conductivity of LLTO, it is necessary to find ways to synthesis lanthanum ordered and single phase LLTO. Multiple phase structures coexist in one piece of sample could hinder the lithium ions movement. In this work, we synthesized single phase tetragonal perovskite LLTO, used furnace cooled method to make sure lanthanum in LLTO is ordered and only one phase exists in our sample. Although lithium ions in quenched cooling LLTO can migrate in three directions, the structure is not stable and multiple phases coexist in one piece of the sample. Chaotic atom arrangement in LLTO only can enhance the activation energy.

(2) Develop oxide glass which lithium ion conductivity higher than $10^{-3}$S/cm.

The grain bulk ionic conductivity of LLTO is around $10^{-3}$S/cm and ionic conductivity at grain boundary dominate the entire value, so the glass we doped into LLTO grain boundary should equal or higher and the LLTO grain bulk one.

(3) Chemical reaction stable with lithium.

We just have to admit that not all kinds of oxide glasses can good match with LLTO, though composition range for oxide glass is flexible. Thus, we should consider the crystallization of the oxide glass. Glasses which easy to crystallize are not good for conduction lithium ion and match with oxide electrolyte. Lithium ions have to go through the grain boundary. When lithium ions move into LLTO, we have to make sure electronic conductivity, as we talked about electrochemical lithium insert into LaTiO$_3$ previously, not increase, or short circuit will happen for the entire circuit.
(4) Work effectively under 200 °C.

In practical application, solid state electrolyte sometimes need to work under extreme temperature. So we request glasses not melted and keep the magnitude of ionic conductivity at high temperature, usually under 200 °C is enough.
Chapter 2: Experimental methods

2.1 Synthesis of LLTO

LLTO powder was synthesized by traditional solid state reaction method. The starting materials were Li₂CO₃, La₂O₃ and TiO₂ with a molar ratio of Li:La:Ti=0.4:0.6:1. In consideration of lithium evaporation during high temperature sintering, we added a stoichiometric excess of 20% more Li₂CO₃ into the starting materials. After 24 hours ball milling in ethanol and then drying in an oven, the starting materials powder were sintered at 800°C for 4 hours for decarbonization, and then sintered at 1150°C for 12 hours. This material was grounded and then re-sintered for a total of three sintering cycles. For LLTO pellet, the synthesis method is almost same as LLTO powder, the only different is the final step sinter. After 2 cycles sinter under 1150°C for 12 hours with intermediate ground, the LLTO powder was pressed into pellet under 33362 N, three minutes and three times. Then the pellet was sintered under 1300°C for 12 hours. Lithium evaporation during high temperature sintering is a serious problem [65]. But for this material, especially for the pellet sinter, under lower temperature cannot make the pellet dense enough [66-70], which will significantly decrease the ionic conductivity [71]. Furthermore, increase the sinter temperature can also increase the LLTO grain size, and the ionic conductivity enhance as the grain size enlarge.

2.2 Glass fabrication

The oxide glass was made via melt-quench method in the air. The starting chemicals were Li₂O, B₂O₃, SiO₂ and Al₂O₃ with composition 0.4:0.25:0.35-x:x, in which x=0, 0.05 and 0.1. Chemicals for fabricating glass also mixed for 24 hours in ethanol and drying in a oven. After
drying in a oven, the starting materials powder was melted at 1050°C in a crucible for three hours in the furnace, and then took out and quenched on a cold metal plate.

2.3 Glass doping into LLTO

First we grounded glass from chunk into powder. Then 1%, 2%, 3%, 5% weight percent glass powder for all the compositions, as we described above, were separately mixed with LLTO powder. Ball milling the glass powder and LLTO powder in ethanol for 24 hours, drying in oven, press the powder into pellet and sinter at 1300°C for 8 hours.

2.4 Characteristics

The crystalline structure of the LLTO and LLTO/oxide glass were characterized by PANalytical XRD with a Cu-ka1 8047.2 eV source and JEOL-2100 TEM under 200kv beam voltage. Side-entry double tilt holder was used to turn the grains we observed in low index. TEM specimen was polished by Allied High Tech’s MultiPrep Polisher. After polishing the LLTO pellet to 20 micros, ion mill was used to mill the LLTO thin slice. The LLTO/oxide glass cross sectional microstructure was observed by Hitachi S-4700F Scanning Electron Microscope. For the ionic conductivity measurement, we sputtered Au on both sides of the sample surface and painted silver paste on the surfaces which were connected to a silver current collector wire. We applied alternating circuit (AC) impedance spectroscopy by Metrohm Autolab b.v. to test the electrical conductivity in the temperature range from 30°C to 150°C. The density of the LLTO/oxide glass pellets were measured by the Archimedes method.
Chapter 3: Synthesis and characteristics of LLTO electrolyte

3.1 Structural characteristics of LLTO electrolytes

The XRD pattern of the LLTO is presented in Figure 17. The structure of LLTO can be labeled as perovskite (Pm-3m) with lattice parameter 3.871Å and only one phase was detected, so we successfully synthesized pure LLTO.

![X-ray diffraction spectra of LLTO.](image)

**Figure 17.** X-ray diffraction spectra of LLTO.

Our TEM result coincide with the XRD result. Figure 18 shows the high-resolution TEM graph of LLTO and the corresponding selected area electron diffraction which scattered from [010] direction. Owing to the poor value of the lithium ion scattering factor in practice, we assume that lanthanum ion LLTO build the frame of the perovskite structure.
From Figure 18, we can clearly see the right-angle grain boundary of LLTO, this is a typical structural characteristic of LLTO [25, 26, 36, 51]. The extra diffraction spots between transmission spot and (100) or (001) indicate single perovskite supercells exist in this LLTO structure, $a$ and $c$ parameters are doubled at this point of view. We can also see bright layers and dark layer are alternated appear in our high resolution TEM graph. This is due to the variation lanthanum alternate layers. Bright layers are the lanthanum rich layers and the dark layers are the lanthanum deficient layers [29, 37, 54].

![High resolution TEM graph of LLTO with selected area diffraction.](image)

**Figure 18.** High resolution TEM graph of LLTO with selected area diffraction.

3.2 Examinations of lithium ions in LLTO electrolytes

As previously we mentioned, since the scatter factor of lithium ion is really small in practical use, and it cannot be identified by the selected area electron diffraction, it’s difficult to determine the precise positons of lithium ions in LLTO perovskite structure. Xiang Gao’s group used the
direct annular bright-field (ABF) to observe lithium ions locations in LLTO. From their result, lithium ions may locate in O4 windows in lithium poor LLTO and may locate close to A-site in lithium rich LLTO [37]. Neutron diffraction was widely used to study the locations of the lithium ions in LLTO [32, 55, 56]. Most studies believed that lithium ions are located in the interstitial sites in LLTO as we mentioned in chapter 1. Figure 19 shows some typical LLTO structures, data from literatures of neutron diffraction study of LLTO.

**Figure 19.** Crystal structure of LLTO built from neutron diffraction data.
3.3 Ionic conductivity test of LLTO

Among all of the solid state electrolyte candidates for lithium battery applications, the perovskite structure lanthanum lithium titanate (La$_{2/3-x}$□$_{1/3-2x}$Li$_{3x}$Ti$_3$O$_9$) has the best lithium ionic conductivity, which can reach $10^{-3}$/cm in the grain bulk, but typically only $10^{-6}$/S/cm at the grain boundary [2]. Figure 20 shows the SEM graph of the LLTO cross section.

**Figure 20.** Typical SEM micrograph of LLTO cross section.

The SEM graph confirmed the LLTO pellets we synthesized is dense enough, the LLTO grains are tightly compacted to each other. This is really important for LLTO ionic conductivity, because if gaps exist between LLTO grains, the lithium ions will be stuck at grain boundaries and leads to enormous decrease of ionic conductivity. The density of LLTO we synthesized is related 97.7% to theoretical density. Figure 20 shows a typical Nyquist plot of the LLTO solid state
electrolyte with Au sputtered blocking electrodes. The typical plot measured by electrochemical impedance includes a semicircle at high and medium frequencies, corresponding to the ionic conductivity in the LLTO grain bulk and at the grain boundary, and a straight line at low frequency which presents the block effect of Au. We used Z-View software to analyze the electrochemical impedance data, and calculated ion conductivity by equation (4):

$$\sigma = \frac{l}{AR}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $l$ is the thickness of the sample pellets, $A$ is the sample surface area and $R$ is the sample resistant obtained by fitting the semicircle at high frequency.

**Figure 20.** Typical electrochemical impedance plot of LLTO at 30°C with equivalent circuit inset.
Figure 21 shows the LLTO ionic conductivity in the grain bulk and at the grain boundary as the temperature increases. For ceramic electrolyte, ions move through the point defect sites and temperature corresponding to the energy of the ions movement, so as the temperature increase, the ionic conductivity enhanced, especially in the grain bulk. For LLTO grain bulk, we found that ionic conductivity is $1.12 \times 10^{-3} \text{S/cm}$ at $30^\circ \text{C}$ and it can reach $1.63 \times 10^{-2} \text{S/cm}$ at $150^\circ \text{C}$. The ionic conductivity at the grain boundary is $5.61 \times 10^{-5} \text{S/cm}$ and $1.64 \times 10^{-3} \text{S/cm}$ at $30^\circ \text{C}$ and $150^\circ \text{C}$, respectively. As the temperature increase, the activation energy of LLTO decrease. The decreasing activation energy enhance the ionic conductivity.

![Figure 21. LLTO grain bulk and grain boundary ion conductivity under different temperature.](image)

**Figure 21.** LLTO grain bulk and grain boundary ion conductivity under different temperature.
Chapter 4: LLTO electrolytes doped with oxide glasses

It was noted that doping an amorphous phase into the LLTO grain boundary can substantially increase its ionic conductivity [42, 63, 72, 73]. We fabricated glass with a composition of 0.4Li₂O+0.25B₂O₃+(0.35-x)SiO₂+xAl₂O₃ where x=0, 0.05, 0.1, and the weight percentages of the glasses added into LLTO are 1%, 2%, 3%, 5%. The XRD patterns of the pure LLTO and LLTO dope different oxide glass composition and different weight percent are presented in Figure 22. The structure of LLTO can be labeled as perovskite (Pm-3m) and only one phase was detected. The diffraction peaks of LLTO with various amounts and compositions of oxide glass are almost the same and were also found to exhibit only one crystalline phase. So, the oxide glass can only be considered exist at the LLTO grain boundary and can be seen as an amorphous phase in the electrolyte. Regardless of the glass composition, on crystalline form for this glass.

Typical SEM micrographs of the LLTO/oxide glass pellet cross section are shown in Figure 23. Different oxide glass compositions are found to have no effect on the LLTO grain size. However, a varying particulate pattern can be seen to arise at the surface of the LLTO grain as the amount of Al₂O₃ increases. Although the largest amount of the added Al₂O₃ component is not enough to cover the LLTO grain and separate out from the glass system, it was found that larger quantities of Al₂O₃ have a negative effect on the ionic conductivity at the grain boundary. From figure 23 (c), we can clearly see white particles separated out, because 10% weight percent of Al₂O₃ is already too much in the oxide glass system. Al₂O₃ is insulating material, too much Al₂O₃ adds into glass will decrease the ionic conductivity.
Figure 24 is a typical TEM graph of LLTO grain boundary. From figure 24, glass sufficiently filled between LLTO grains can be seen which we cannot clearly observed by SEM. Glass fully filled into LLTO grain boundary is crucial for ion conduct at grain boundary.

The ionic conductivity of LLTO doped different composition of \((0.4\text{Li}_2\text{O}+0.25\text{B}_2\text{O}_3+(0.35-x)\text{SiO}_2+x\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3)\) oxide glasses with different weight percent are shown in Figure 25. From Figure 25(a) (c) (e), we can clearly see that an increasing temperature enhance the ionic conductivity in the LLTO grain bulk. But at the same temperature and same composition of glass, the ion conductivities of LLTO grain bulk with different weight percent of amorphous phases are almost the same. Figure 25(b) shows the grain boundary ionic conductivity of LLTO/(0.4\text{Li}_2\text{O}+0.25\text{B}_2\text{O}_3+0.35\text{SiO}_2). In this glass composition doped in to LLTO, 3wt% amorphous phase doped into LLTO offers the best ionic conductivity. Additional weight percent of glass doped into the LLTO grain boundary leads to a decreasing for the ionic conductivity. Figure 25(d) shows the ionic conductivity at the grain boundary of LLTO with \((0.4\text{Li}_2\text{O}+0.25\text{B}_2\text{O}_3+0.3\text{SiO}_2+0.05\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3)\) amorphous phase in different weight percentage. This time, under any temperature we tested, 2wt% \((0.4\text{Li}_2\text{O}+0.25\text{B}_2\text{O}_3+0.3\text{SiO}_2+0.05\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3)\) doped into LLTO reaches the highest ion conductivity. Grain boundary ionic conductivities of LLTO doped with \((0.4\text{Li}_2\text{O}+0.25\text{B}_2\text{O}_3+0.25\text{SiO}_2+0.1\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3)\) composition is illustrated in Figure 25(f). The ionic conductivity decrease as the weight percentage of oxide glass increasees. This demonstrates the detrimental effect of a surplus amount of aluminum oxide in our glass system.

Densities of LLTO/oxide glass pellets are presented in Table 2. For both compositions of the pellets, 2wt% oxide glass doped samples have the highest density. From the density data, we can surmise that an approximate amount of 2wt% amorphous phase is the optimum amount to fill the LLTO grain boundary. As we mentioned before, LLTO+(0.4\text{Li}_2\text{O}+0.25\text{B}_2\text{O}_3+0.35\text{SiO}_2) reaches
Figure 22. X-ray diffraction spectra of LLTO. (a) LLTO+(0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.35SiO$_2$), (b) LLTO+(0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.3SiO$_2$+0.05Al$_2$O$_3$) and (c) LLTO+(0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.25SiO$_2$+0.1 Al$_2$O$_3$).
Figure 23. Typical SEM micrographs of (a) LLTO+5wt% (0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.35SiO$_2$), (b) LLTO+5wt% (0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.3SiO$_2$+0.05Al$_2$O$_3$) and (c) LLTO+5wt% (0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.25SiO$_2$+0.1Al$_2$O$_3$).
best grain ionic conductivity and that the 3wt% amorphous phased doped LLTO plus 2wt%(0.4Li2O+0.25B2O3+0.3SiO2+0.05Al2O3) gives the highest grain boundary ionic conductivity. More weight percent of oxide glass doping into LLTO is redundant. Since the density of glass is lower than LLTO, excess 2% weight percent glass doped into LLTO reduce the entire density.

**Figure 24.** TEM graph of amorphous phase doped into LLTO grain boundary.
Effect of adding alumina

From figure 25 (b) and the densities of sample pellets, we see that, although 3wt% amorphous phase doped into LLTO is a little bit excess, it is not harmful for the grain boundary ionic conductivity. The composition proportion of Li$_2$O and B$_2$O$_3$ are fixed, we only changed SiO$_2$/Al$_2$O$_3$ ratio. Increasing the Al$_2$O$_3$ component reduces the SiO$_2$ component and decreases SiO$_2$/B$_2$O$_3$ ratio. In this way, we can decrease the Li$_2$O-B$_2$O$_3$-SiO$_2$ glass crystallization tendency [58], although the ternary glass ionic conductivity slightly increases with the increase of SiO$_2$/B$_2$O$_3$ ratio. The broader the spectrum of glass formers, the easier we can achieve an amorphous phase, which is significant for the lithium ion isotropic conductivity at the grain boundary. Furthermore, crystallization in oxide glass can leads to electrical conductivity [61] which must be avoided for the electrolyte applications. On the glass formation aspect, the role of Al$_2$O$_3$ can act as a network former and modifier. The trivalent Al$^{+3}$ also enhances the free lithium ion concentration, because of the electric neutrality of the glass system [17]. C.C. Liang and A.C. Khandkar mentioned that Li$^+$ vacancies can be created after the dissolution of Al$_2$O$_3$ into LiI at the interface [74, 75]. The same mechanism can also explain our work. Equation (5) elucidates how the Li$^+$ vacancies are generated in our glass system.

$$2Li_2O \xrightarrow{Al_2O_3} 2Al'_{Li} + 2V'_{Li} + O''_i + 3O_x$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
Figure 25. (a) LLTO+(0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.35SiO$_2$) grain bulk ion conductivity.  (b) LLTO+(0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.35SiO$_2$) grain boundary ion conductivity.  (c) LLTO+(0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.3SiO$_2$+0.05Al$_2$O$_3$) grain bulk ion conductivity.  (d) LLTO+(0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.3SiO$_2$+0.05Al$_2$O$_3$) grain boundary ion conductivity.  (e) LLTO+(0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.25SiO$_2$+0.1Al$_2$O$_3$) grain bulk ion conductivity.  (f) LLTO+(0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+0.25SiO$_2$+0.1Al$_2$O$_3$) grain boundary ion conductivity.
Table 2. LLTO/oxide glass pellets density

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1wt%</th>
<th>2wt%</th>
<th>3wt%</th>
<th>5wt%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLTO+(0.4Li_2O+0.25B_2O_3+0.35SiO_2)</td>
<td>4.65g/cm^3</td>
<td>4.81g/cm^3</td>
<td>4.60g/cm^3</td>
<td>4.56g/cm^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLTO+(0.4Li_2O+0.25B_2O_3+0.3SiO_2+0.05Al_2O_3)</td>
<td>4.67g/cm^3</td>
<td>4.83g/cm^3</td>
<td>4.73g/cm^3</td>
<td>4.58g/cm^3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 25 (b) (d) (f), additional alumina added into the glass will lead to an ionic conductivity decrease due to the already existing Li\(^+\) defects becoming occupied by Al\(^+\), so lithium ions penetrate through LLTO grain boundary was obstruct. Additionally, the ionic conductivity will be decreased as the percentage of the SiO\(_2\) component is reduced [58].
Chapter 5: Conclusions

La$_{2/3-x}$Li$_{2x+1/3}$TiO$_3$ (LLTO) attracted lots of attention due to its potentially application in all solid state lithium ion battery. In 1993, Inaguma Yoshiyuki’s first cubic perovskite structure LLTO. The grain bulk ionic conductivity can reach 10$^{-3}$S/cm, but grain boundary ionic conductivity was 3 orders lower than the grain bulk, so find ways to increase the ionic conductivity at the grain boundary is necessary. Previously people add amorphous phases into LLTO grain boundary to improve its ionic conductivity, some of them works really well.

Sulfide glasses have the highest lithium ion conductivity among all the glassy lithium ion conductor, however, easy to absorb moisture is the main barrier to fabrication and doping into LLTO. This is the reason we choose oxide glass system doping into LLTO grain boundary to enhance the ionic conductivity.

An electrochemical impedance spectroscopy investigation of the composite LLTO/(0.4Li$_2$O+0.25B$_2$O$_3$+(0.35-x)SiO$_2$+xAl$_2$O$_3$) electrolyte shows that the grain boundary conductivity can be improved by 2 orders of magnitude at room temperature. The two roles of Al$_2$O$_3$ in this glass system are to prevent the crystallization of Li$_2$O-B$_2$O$_3$-SiO$_2$ glass and to create lithium ion defects at the LLTO interface. Based on density measurements, the 2wt% oxide glass component was found to have the greatest density and so be the optimum amount necessary to fully fill the LLTO grain boundary regions. Excess Al$_2$O$_3$ in this glass system was found detrimental the ionic conductivity property and will reduce the ion conductivity due to the inherent lithium defects formed in the base LLTO were replaced by aluminum, thus stack the lithium ions penetration.
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